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Topological quantum field theories (TQE'T's) have recently received much attention.

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR THEORETICAL PHYSICS

It ia now believed that the language of TQFT's provides a beautiful framework for both
theoretical physics and mathematics. First, Schwan has constructed a TQFT and identified the Hay-Singer analytic torsion with a partition function about ten years afro [l|.
Then, Witten [2] has constructed a new class of TQFT's in three and four dimensions

LINKING NUMBERS AND VARIATIONAL METHOD'

which are closely related to the Jones polynomials of knot theory |3|, Floer cohomology
groups of three dimensional manifolds [<l| and Donaldson polynomial!) of four dimensional
manifolds [5j.

Ichiro Oda ** and Shigeaki Yahikozawa
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.

Recently, Horowitz and Srednicki have shown that the two-point function of TQFT of
Schwari produces the linking numbers of two surfaces of dimension p and n-p-1 in an n
dimensional manifold |6j. Their derivation method of the linking numbers is heavily based

ABSTRACT

The ordinary and generalized linking numbers for two surfaces of dimension p and n —
p — 1 in an n dimension al m arufold arc derived. We use a vuriational method based on the properties
of topologicat quantum field theory in order to derive them.

on the Hodge theorem and some results of the ci("enform of the L;ip]:ici;in

Also, other

anthers deal with the same topic |7].
In this paper, we not only rederive their results |G),[7j in the abt'lian case but also exl.i'nil
to the nonabelian one and a new class of higher dimensional TQKT's |8| by making use of
a variational method baaed on the properties of TQFT. Actually, the variational method
has already proved to be useful for a direct derivation of tink invariants in three dimension
without relying on the two dimensional conformal field theory |9],|10). liy this direct proof,

MIRAMARE-TRIESTE

we could have clear understanding of the equivalence between the three dimensional Cheru-

September 1989

Simons action and link polynomials. Therefore we summari^f Mie variations] jueth..*! of
Kef.|9| and [10| brielly and make comments on the difference witli our varialii'iiat method.
Their method uses the fundamental identity of the Chern-HiitKins net ion

Submitted for publication.
On leave of ubscn.ee from: Department of Physics, Chibu University, 1-33 Yayoi-eho, Chiba 260,
Japan.

and the well-known properly of the Wilson line operator under an inliniU'siirui! vanalic-

may be useful to help to illustrate the linking number and relation (1) (see Kig.l).

of the path in x produces the F/U> insertion, namely

Now we consider the following abelian TQFT [1],[6|,[7|

Ulx,,xt) —* Ulx,,x)
where

L^F^A^U^,^)

U ( X ^ X ^ ) = P e i i p ' j , J J t ' ^ T * J is the Wilson line operator associated

to the path connecting two arbitrary points x and x . Our variations! method shown below

where B is a p form and C is an n-p-l form on an n dimensional manifold M. The metric

is slightly different from one of Ref.[9] and [10], since even if we use a similar identity, we

does not appear, thus the action is manifestly invariant under diifeomorphism. In addition,

never think of deformation of the Wilson line. Instead, we use the variational method for

this action has a gauge symmetry B--> Bf dv and C > C \-dw where v and w are p»l and

the direct evaluation of two-point function as we will see later.

n-p-2 forms,respectively. The equations of motion arc dB^-0 and dC; •(). Let us consider

We begin by rewritng the mathematical definition of the linking number concisely

the two-point function

[11|, Let M be a compact, oriented n dimensional manifold without boundary. Let U

<LBLC> = -4^

and V be disjoint, compact and oriented submanifolds of M with dimension p and n-p-1,

Ci)

respectively. We assume that U and V are boundaries of surfaces of one higher dimension,
2

^^ j\jQ"B

J5 C &L

ls a n

namely, U- 2Y and V- JW. Mathematically, such manifolds are called homologically

where

usual partition function JfjJ. Since tin:

trivial. We will see later that this condition is essential for the derivation of the linking

expression inside the expectation value is clearly gauge invariant ami metric independent,

number

The linking number of U to V, which we write L(U,V), is defined as follows;

the result appears to be a topological invariant of the surfaces LI and V. However one

When U and W intersect in a finite number of points p., the weighted sum over p. with

might worry the following two things. First, the functional measure needs a metric, so

-f I or -I according to a suitable orientation convention is the linking number LfLJ.V).

the result may have anomalous metric dependence, which is easily solved in our formalism

Koughly speaking, one can interpret the linking number as the intersection number. One

as we will see later. Second, the two-point function (3) is ill-defined owing to the gauge

can also define the linking number of V to U, which we write L(V,U) This is the weighed

invariance, thus we have to gauge fix in order to make this expression wcll-deiined. Here

sum over intersection points between V and Y. Then, I,(U,V) is bilinear with respect to

we should notice that the action (2) has a reducible gauge symmetry, namely, v > v I dv',

U and V and has an important non-commutative relation

w + w ] dw' and v'->v' f dv", w1- * w! + dw" etc. Of course, thin system has no!, an inlinit i1
but a finite number of reducihility once one fix the dimension n of manifold M. llorowH.z

L(u,v) = (-)"*-'"' > + l HV,U)

(I)

und Srrdnicki have solved these both problems by making use of i.he lluilge Theorem ami
some results of the riKrllfumi of the I,;iplaciari *
| ">j

which implies that fur instance (.he linking number IJ(S Z ,S 2 ) in S is vanishing. lOxamplcs

Si*
We will use a variations! method. As a first step, we do the gauge fixing of the action
(2) in a eovariant gauge. The gauge fixed and BRS invariant action becomes

where Q is BRS charge, and we have used the fact that BRS transformation of antighosts
where N and L arc Nakanishi-Lautrup fielda with form p-1 and n-p-2, and $ and 3 are
ghosts with form p-1 and n-p-2, and $ and p

ar

e the corresponding antighosts with

form p-1 and n-p-2, respectively. Arid * means the Hodge dual operation which contains

becomea Nakanishi-Lautrup fields in the present formalism.
As a third step, we use one of the variational identities (5a), the part integral and the
Stokes theorem as follows. Consider the equation

a metric but is needed to set the covariant gauge. And also, the dotted lines inside the
curly bracket denote terms of ghosts, antighosts and Nakanishi-Lautrup fields from the

<

B(jt)dC(W>

reducibility of gauge symmetry a la Batalin- Vilkovisky [12j. (We omitted to write these
terms explicitly, since their concrete forma are not neceasary for later discussion.)
As a second step, we derive the variational identities in a component expression,

5 Z " / [ J ) X ] By-.-.y-, (*) it"A — ;%,
(6)

where J^-X] denotes the functional measure j©B(©'Ci&N-&L &tx*bp &aj}{i

. ft (other

reducible ghosts, anttghosts and NL fields) and^dcncitcs U:n?nr prudurt. Using the identity (5a) except the last term {Q^Sj^whirh we will specifically take account later

dCC >J >
(5a)

ize that the homological triviality of V and V is essentially and naturally needed in our
=

I

c

P> (n-p)!

(

derivation method.
The problem to be remained in order to complete our derivation is that one must show
(7)

Aety

<IuB(x)Jw i Q, *dotw) > = 0 .

(9)

To derive the last equation, we have used the part integral which is the only assumption
for the functional measure It is worth mentioning that the partition function in the denominator is automatically cancelled by the partition function appeared in the numerator,

In fact, this proves to be true because of BRS invariance of the vacuum and jjii.
Next, we turn our consideration to the nonabelian TQPT [I].

therefore, there is no problem with reapect to the metric dependency on the functional
measure as mentioned before. After using the Stokes theorem twice and the homological

S = SH Tr [ B A DC 1

(10)

triviality of V, namely, V—3W, a short calculation showa the following result in a flat
where O denotes a covariant derivative with flat connection one form for a srini-simple

metric

Lie group G, thus D —0, D ia defined in a graded rnannar, for example, Defjj,

tl Qdi,

( [A,cfJ(l], but U0fib(=dWit,l+fA/(l(ilri]jand B and C are p and n-p-1 forms transforming

</vB(x)fYCM>

= i

L(U,V)

(8)

in a representation under G. The field equations are l)H:-0 and DC-It, and the gauge
transformation ia B—>B+Dv and C—> C+Dw owing to D —0.
Let us consider the following gauge invariant two-point function

< Tr[ fv&(*)U ve '*
}

(UJ1'

where two Wilson line operators connect a point x in U with a point y in V. When proving
which is an integral formula for the linking number of two surfaces of dimension p and

the gauge invariarice of (II), we have to use the fact that the exterior derivative is wdl-

ti-p-1 in S . Incidentally, one can apply another identity (51)), for £dfl(x)C(y)^and obtain
Uie same result as (7) and (8) in a similar way. And if one define tlio linking number
I,(V,U)

ne r.in easily prove an important relation (1) in a general curved

space without using an explicit expression (8) in a Hat metric. It is interesting Lo real-

** The authors of ref.|C| deal with the differnt type of "generalized" linking iiiiiiiiic-r from
ours.

L(u,v,/u,,*i> = /„,„/,

defined at points x and y. To achieve this fact, we restrict surfaces U,V,Y arid W to be
holonomically trivial as well as homologically trivial. Although the variational method in

.. A

this case is also useful and the path of thought proceeds the same as the above abelian
case, some complicated features will occur. The gauge fixed and BRS invariant action
is equal to the nonabelian version of (4) whose exterior derivative d is replaced by the
covariant derivative D The variational identity for B field becomes

where R Is a generator matrices of a semi-aimple Lie K mu P C5.
If one specifically take the fundamental representation of SIJ(N), otiK has the falTioils
Kien identity
(12)

Rfci

—

Z ^i

2H

»ki

(16)

And we use the useful property of two-point function (11)
S u b s t i t u t i n g (16) i n t o ( ! 5 ) a n d t a k i n g t h e flat m e t r i c , o n e o b t a i n t h e generalized linking

Tr[

=

<Trl

number

(n)

where d denotes the exterior derivative with respect to the variable y. If one substitutes

( S 7 )

(12) into (13) and use the part integral, and integrate with respect to X over U and y over
W. and then use the Stokes theorem, one obtains the following result.

where %. sijn. ( P{) denotes ordinary linking number which has been obtained in tho
abelian theory. /"[.and / j are closed curves having the basepoint x -y.
To visualize the meaning of the generalized linking number (15), let us take a simple
case G • U(l). In this case, eq.(]5) becomes

where
I f i r 1/ A y y . i =e F <; O n IP.) p*ri**i*

T

r

(18)

S =

Some examples are given in Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b). These figures show two circles U and
V in It'which have ordinary linking number zero and one, respectively. Let us consider
the specific situation where two parallel dotted lines are removed and put on a U(l)

(21)

where <fr is the field containing arbitrary forms with commuting coefficients. The gauge
invariance of S is f ^ =

rfX

One can obtain One can obtain the variations] identity

connection with phase factor e ' * when circulating around two lines according to the
orientation shown in the figure. The generalized linking numbers are thus
(22)

L(U,v, A , r,,r*) - o

(19)

If we consider ('f'(x)d <£(y)]>, use the identity (22) and follow the same path of the above
discussion, we can easily have the linking linking numbers which contain the various di-

for Fig.2(a) and

mensional surfaces.
In conclusion, we have obtained both ordinary linking number and generalized linking

L(iy, V, A,/,,/*)

=

(20)

number from the varialional method, and applied for more general TQFT. However, we
think that the nonabclian theory considered in this paper has an unsatisfactory point,

for Fig.2(b), where we notice that (19) is equal to ordinary linking number and (20)
become equal to ordinary linking number taking the limit <X-»0. In these examples, M has
a boundary, but we have previously assumed that 3 M - 0 , so that we should modify
theae examples to become d M= 0 . First cut these figures by a family of horizontal
planes, where every plane has the topology of R except two points. To remove these

which is to introduce a flat connection field A as a background field by hnnd in order
to have gauge symmetries. We will improve this point by establishing other extended
theories in the next work [13]. Anyway, we expect that the variational method provides ;i
nice technique together with the path integral in the direct analysis of higher dimensional
TQFT's, where there is in general no counterpart of ronformal field theory.

singular points, we connect the boundaries of the two points by a handle. If we arid a
point at infinity to this topology, the resulting surface is equal to a torus T - And then
identify the top surface with the bottom one, we eventually obtain T . Therefore, the
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